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Abstractŕ in this paper we describe the importance of cryptography with its substitution techniques. Our main focus is on poly
alphabetic cipher, discuss about its merits and demerits. We have proposed and implemented a comprehensive Vigenare square
appropriate for encryption and decryption of all the alphanumeric characters, symbols on the keyboard and e.t.c. We have explained
the algorithm with suitable example and have proven that it can encrypt or decrypt any kind of text. Finally we have concluded that
it is cryptographically stronger as comparing with previous poly alphabetic cipher.
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I.

processed. A substitution [4][9][10] technique is the one in
which each letter of the plain text is replaced by another
character, number, symbol or any color. Fundamental
requirement is the no information will be lost. A stream cipher
is the one which encrypts a digital data stream one bit or byte
at a time. A block cipher is the one in which a block of plain
text is treated as a whole to produce a cipher text of same
length [7-8].

INTRODUCTION

Historically, cryptography referred exclusively to
encryption, which is the process of converting ordinary
information into unintelligible gibberish. Decryption is the
reverse, in other words, moving from the unintelligible cipher
text back to plaintext. A cipher is a pair of algorithms that
create the encryption and the reversing decryption. The
detailed operation of a cipher is controlled both by the
algorithm and in each instance by a key. This is a secret
parameter known only to sender and receiver for a specific
message exchange context.
A "cryptosystemŗ is the structured list of elements of finite
possible plaintexts, finite possible cipher texts, finite possible
keys, and the encryption and decryption algorithms which
correspond to each key. Traditionally, ciphers were often used
directly for encryption or decryption without additional
procedures such as authentication or integrity checks.
Cryptanalysis is the term used for the study of methods for
obtaining the meaning of encrypted information without
access to the key normally required to do so; i.e., it is the study
of how to crack encryption algorithms or their
implementations. Some use the terms cryptography and
cryptology interchangeably in English, while others use
cryptography to refer specifically to the use and practice of
cryptographic techniques and cryptology to refer to the
combined study of cryptography and cryptanalysis.
Cryptography [1-3] systems are basically classified into types
of operations used for transforming plain text to cipher text,
the number of keys used, the way in which the plain text is

A poly alphabetic cipher is the method depends on
different mono alphabetic substitutions as one proceeds
through the plain text message. The best known and simplest
such algorithm is referred to as Vigenere cipher [4-6]. The
Vigenere ciphers consist of several Caesar ciphers in sequence
with different shift values. The sender encrypts the plain text
to cipher text using a keyword, the receiver decrypts the cipher
text into plain text using the same keyword used for
encryption.
II.

EXISTING SYSTEM

From the history, Vigenere cipher is a well known
algorithm used in polyalphabetic cipher. This algorithm
consists of a Vigenere table used for encryption and
decryption of the data or message. This Vigenere table is
known as Vigenere square or tabula recta. This table
comprises of alphabets written out 26 times in different rows,
each alphabet is cyclically left shifted compared to the
previous alphabet, resulting 26 possible combinations of
Caesar ciphers. Each cipher is a key letter, which is the cipher
text letter that is replaced for the plain text letter[11].
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Later it was enhanced [1] by Dennie Van Tassel in his
paper and was constructed by using 36X36 matrix comprising
of 26 alphabets and numbers from 0 to 9. It was named as
modern Vigenere cipher. The curb in this was, it be able to
encrypt only alphabets (26) and numeric values (0-9).
Recently, Dr. Udaya et al has enhanced the Modern
Vigenere table by constructing 68X68 matrix[4-5], consisting
of alphabets (1 to 26), numbers (0 to 9) and all the symbols
present on the keyboard (32). He could able to encrypt and
decrypt the combination of all kinds of text and the symbols
on key board.
From the analysis we did on this algorithm, it has a
limitation that it can not consider all ASCII (128 ASCII+ 128
Extended ASCII) characters. In many situations we used to
have the messages or the information in the form of ASCII
and Extended ASCII characters as shown in table 1&2,
especially in the case of mathematical equations and messages
communicated in the defense services. To congregate the
current requirements and to overcome the drawback in the
previous method it is essential to enhance the existing system.
Hence, we have enhanced the existing algorithm.
III.

for(int i=0;i<t.length();i++)
{
char c = t.charAt(i); int j = (int) c; ptext[i]=j;
}
Algorithm for receiving Key:
int pkey1[]=new int[ks1.length];
for ( int i = 0; i < ks1.length; ++i )
{
char c = ks1[i];
int j1 = (int) c;
pkey1[i]=j1;
}
The process of encryption is explained below with the flow
chart:
Start

Read the Plain Text to be
encrypted and the Key

PROPOSED SYSTEM

To fulfill the need in the field of secrecy we have
implemented a new Vigenere table of 256X256 matrix and
named it as a comprehensive Vigenere table with 128 ASCII
and 128 Extended ASCII characters.

Calculate of the length of the plain
text

Algorithm for implementing 256X256 matrix:
int alg[][]=new int[256][256];
for (int i=0;i<256;i++)
{
int k1=i,k2=0;
for(int j=0;j<256;j++)
{
if(i!=0)
{
if(k1==256)
{
alg[i][j]=k2; k2=k2+1;
}
else
{
alg[i][j]=k1; k1++;
}
} else
{
alg[i][j]=j;
}
}
}

No

If Plain text
length ==
key length

Yes
Replicate the key to the length of
the plain text

Generate the cipher text by using
Comprehensive Vigenere Table
of 256X256 matrix

Stop

Algorithm for receiving plain text:

Figure 1. Flowchart for encryption

int ptext[]=new int[t.length()];
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To understand the process of encryption and decryption
two examples were given below:
Keyword-1 :
Plain text-1 :
Cipher text-1:
Keyword-2:
Plain text-2:
Cipher text-2:

case it is Y. For decryption the key character identifies the
row and the position of the cipher letter in that row determines
the column, and the plain text character is at the top of that
column. In this example as shown in the fig 1, we have used a
key and its length is less then the length of the plaintext and
hence it recommended that to replicate it to desired length of
the plaintext and then perform the encryption and decryption
process. The past experience tells us that, it can be easily
broken [1] by the cryptanalyst by knowing relative frequency
of English letters in English text [6]. Hence it is strongly
recommended that to use One-time pad in our algorithm, in
which the length of the key is truly as long as the message,
with no reputations as shown in fig 2.
Be cause the key can be any combination of 256!, brute
force approach is not possible, our cipher is very strong and
hence it is un breakable by the crypt analyst.

Hello321
We!come To New 321@World.!
ŸÊ•ÏÞ ŕQœÔŒºÔªRdzŔ¬ÃÞ¥•v†
Democr@tic_INDIA31
Inform@tion_H!dden
•ÓÓÞÕß€ èÒÒÍ¨Ŕe¥˜Ÿ

In the above example it is clearly perceptible that the
plain text and the key is the combination of the alphabets,
numbers, and special symbols. Each of the 256 ciphers is laid
out horizontally, with the key letter for each cipher to its left.
A normal 256 plain text characters run across the top.
For encryption, if the key character H and the plaintext
character W is given then the intersection of the row labeled H
and the column labeled W is the cipher text character, in this

Figure 2. Encryption and Decryption using Comprehensive Vigenere table

Figure 3. Encryption and Decryption using Comprehensive Vigenare table and with one time pad key
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TABLE I.

TABLE II.

IV.

ASCII CHARACTERS AND ITS CORRESPONDING NUMBERS

EXTENDED ASCII CHARACTERS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING NUMBERS

out repetition of any characters, then there will be 256
permutations, is 256!. With this, if we can perform
1decryption per micro second it takes approximately
253X 1019 years for trying all possible keys [11]. Hence
brute force attack is not possible. With this we can conclude
that the cipher is very strong.

RESULT AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have explained the concept of
cryptography, cryptanalysis, and the importance of
cryptosystem. Merits and demerits of the existing poly
alphabetic cipher were discussed and to over come the
problems in the existing system the process of constructing
comprehensive Vigenere table were explained with
example. In this we have used a 256X256 matrix. If we
assume that the length of the key is 256 characters and with
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